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Statement of Problem
Identifying the Problem
In yesteryear a "Renaissance Man" represented the pinnacle of
learning. He was a person who knew something about everything.
Society had great respect for his diversity. Today, in our society,
the "Renaissance Man" has been replaced by the specialist. It is
almost impossible to be proficient in a multiple of differing fields
due to the massive amounts of in-depth information, yet it is
possible to be a well-rounded individual by simply taking complete
advantage of the American educational system. Unfortunately,
society is constantly stressing a specialization within one's own
profession with a disregard for all other branches of learning. This
constant pressure is presently forcing our schools to metamorphize
into vocational training grounds. This creates two problems: it
produces a vast number of partially educated people who are
poorly trained for much more beyond the limits of their jobs and it
forces students to shun subjects which do not translate directly
into a job in preference of those which lead to more financial gain.
This change in our society's priorities has placed pressure on
many school districts to cut courses. The Arts and electives are
often the first classes to be cut. Why is this something to be
concerned about? Society is changing, within the past century our
society has quickly progressed through the Industrial Age (the
early 1900's) to the Information Age (1960-1980) to the
Hyperinformation Age (present day). Due to the advanced
technology of today (i.e. computers, fax machines, car phones,
etc.) an individual receives a staggering amount of information
daily. The computer has increased the amount of information a
person receives daily and decreases the amount of time a person
has to react to this information. The time-lag has been shortened
drastically.
In the past a linear, systematic approach to problem solving
sufficed. The constant influx of information requires the ability to
process and analyze information in a more holistic and less linear
method. A more intuitive, creative, holistic approach to problem
solving is needed today. The brain's right hemisphere qualities
must be taught in schools so that students are properly prepared
to function in our society.
It is my opinion that the lack of emphasize on the arts will
eventually produce a creativity gap in our society. Creative
problem solving skills must be taught. Art courses help to provide
these needed skills. Unfortunately, it is a common misconception
that art is impractical in today's technological world. There are
many reasons for this misunderstanding, such as not
comprehending how the brain's hemispheres function, but the
most apparent one is the lack of understanding of the
interrelationship of all subjects. All fields of knowledge are
interconnected. The arts and sciences are much more closely
merged than is commonly realized.
Identifying a Possible Solution
The goal of this thesis is to create a prototype of a sourcebook to
communicate the interrelationship of art and science as
demonstrated by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. The sourcebook is a concrete example of how
concepts that are taught in middle school art classes are used in a
scientific setting. By demonstrating the practical uses of art this
sourcebook may serve as a step toward an awareness of our
society's need for art and the skills that it teaches.
The target audience will be public middle school students; early
adolescents, ages twelve to fifteen. The students will be capable
of performing at their perspective grade levels. They will be both
college bound and noncollege bound students. There may be a
normal ratio of mainstreamed students in the classrooms where
this book will be used. This category would include learning
disabled students and children with mild emotional and/or
physical problems.
Definition of Art Concepts
One of the objectives of this thesis is to demonstrate the
practicality of art. It will endeavor to explain how middle school art
classes expose students to concepts that can be used in fields
other than the fine arts. It is an attempt to illustrate the use of a so-
called "soft
science" in a technological setting. The four art
concepts chosen to demonstrate this are; Shape, Perspective,
Spatial Relationships and Color. It is necessary to define these
concepts before elaborating upon NASA's utilization of them.
Shape is the distinctive appearance or arrangement of parts of
an object. It is the physical quality of an object depending on its
outline and external surface. Shape can best be described as the
changes in the visual appearance of an object as a result of
changes in light, distance, atmosphere and position. In order for a
person to understand shape that person must have a thorough
knowledge of the relationship of the object's parts to its whole.
The perception of shape and the perception of space are
closely intertwined. Perspective is the appearance of an object in
various positions in space. It is the relationship of the object's
parts to one another and to the whole. The rules of perspective
explain the apparent depth and distance of an object. Perspective
drawing can not simulate what our eyes see. The eyes are
constantly moving about, changing focus, perceiving depth and
color, recording light intensities and seeing with time and therefore
motion. They are always in motion, roving over and around objects
and through an ever-changing environment. A knowledge of
perspective enables a person to understand the form and structure
of scenes and the objects within these scenes and to comprehend
how the objects change appearance from differing viewpoints.
Essentially, perspective deals with the appearance of things.
From the viewer's position in space, objects appear to recede in
any direction, not just along lines parallel to the ground.
Therefore, for each observable object, there exists a "sphere of
disappearance"
encompassing the observer (Montague 1985, 17).
An object will appear to decrease in size until it reaches its own
sphere, where it will vanish completely. The size and brightness of
the object determines its sphere size. There are as many spheres
of disappearance as there are objects. An object will appear to
decrease in size until it reaches its own sphere, where it will
vanish completely. Perspective is concerned with one object and
how that object relates to its surroundings.
Spatial relationships combine shape and perspective concepts
and extend the concept a step further. Spatial relationships
depicts how an object appears to look in space and how other
objects relate to this object. It is the complete understanding of the
shape and perspective of all the objects in the environment. It is
the understanding that objects seem to grow smaller and duller as
they recede from us. Very distant objects look like mere lumps.
Objects that are close to the viewer constantly change their
shapes as we move about them. Their appearance is affected by
relative position and distance. Parallel lines appear to merge as
they recede into the distance. Spatial relations are awarenesses
of three-dimensional illusions created by overlapping planes,
vertical positions and size. Knowledge of spatial relationships
enables a person to understand implied visual movements in
space i.e. the direction of a tree limb or the drift of a sand dune.
These four art concepts are closely related. An analogy might be
helpful in explaining the differences between these ideas and thus
enable the reader to grasp their meanings more easily. Imagine
an individual railroad tie suspended in the air. There are no other
objects around it, it is engulfed in an inky black night. To
understand the shape of the railroad tie one must comprehend all
the individual parts and facets of the tie. It is to have a thorough
knowledge of how it looks in various positions and at differing
angles. Now, imagine the railroad tie placed on railroad tracks.
The tracks are in an environment filled with other objects. The
ability to comprehend perspective is to know how the individual tie
looks at different distances, angles and positions. It is a complete
knowledge of how the tie relates to other objects in space. To
understand spatial relationships one not only perceives the
railroad tie and its relationships to other objects, but also has the
same understanding of all the other objects in that space.
An excellent example of color theory is as follows:
Sir James Jean, in his book Through Time and
Space, says, 'Just as different colours of light waves
are of different lengths, so sounds of different pitch
are produced by sound waves of different lengths.
For instance, middle C on the piano has a wave
length of four feet, while treble C has a wave length
of two feet. When one sound has just half the wave
length of another, we say it is an octave higher in
pitch. In the same way one colour of light has just
half the wave length of another, we may say by
analogy that it is an octave higher in pitch. Thus, as
violet light has just half the wave length of red light,
we say that violet light is an octave higher in pitch
than red light. Indeed, we shall not go far wrong if
we think of the seven colours of the spectrum as the
seven notes of a scale, red being C, orange D,
yellow E, green F, and so on. We have already seen
that all the visible spectrum lies within one octave.
Our ears can hear eleven octaves of sound, but our
eyes can only see one octave of light. (Graves 1 941 ,
173 )
My field of study is graphic design. Graphic design can be
defined as visual communications. A graphic designer is
commissioned to visually communicate a message to a particular
audience. Typically, the designer does not play a part in the
construction of the message or the choice of the audience. I took
advantage of the openness of the thesis project to chose both the
subject matter and the audience for my design work. I chose to
address a fine arts issue in my thesis. The content of the thesis
deals with art and its practical aspects. The thesis will
communicate this message to middle school students through
graphic design.
The objective of demonstrating the practical aspects of art and
thus precipitating a change in student's perception of art class and
the objective of having the students understand the four art
concepts were kept in the forefront of my mind as I conducted
research at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Headquarters in Washington, DC. I was constantly searching for
information that would demonstrate these thoughts.
Review off Literature
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Spatial Relationships:
Computer Vision: notes from an interview with Mr. David Lavery,
Deputy Manager, Automation and Robotics, NASA HQ.
There are two types of computer vision being experimented with
at the present, active computer vision and passive computer
vision.
Passive vision is created through the use of stereo vision. Two
television cameras are mounted on the robot-computer. These
cameras receive the incoming light and evaluate the data. This
information enables the computer to see by determining the
volume measurements of the objects that fall into its screen of
vision. It can recognize some of the obstacle's edges, but it is not
capable of making thorough edge detection. The computer has no
comprehension of occlusion. If a coat rack stands behind a file
cabinet the computer will not be able to separate the two object's
lines of perspective. Due to the difficulty of the problem, the robot
is not capable of identifying the nature of the obstacles in its path.
A table may block the robot's forward movement. The robot will be
able to recognize the existence of the table, but it won't be able to
identify the table's function or apply a name to it. One
disadvantage to this form of vision is that it doesn't function well at
night due to the lack of incoming light.
Active vision operates by a laser finder. A laser is set up on the
robot. It sends radio signals out. These signals bounce off
obstacles that lie before the robot and echo back to the computer.
It has a vision range of fifty to sixty feet, yet it puts less importance
on the information gathered at the ranges outer limits. As the robot
draws nearer to the objects that were at the limits edges it
reassess the scene and data.
This program is capable of very limited texture determination.
Why would texture identification be useful? If the robot were
designed for the Mars Mission, one of its functions would be to
collect rock specimens. Communications and human intervention
would be impossible due to the unreasonably long time delay.
Therefore, the robot would have to function on its own. It would
gather rocks through multiple classification processes, one of
which would be texture identification. This type of computer vision
functions very well at night since it relies on radio signals and not
incoming light.
A robot with computer vision is on the planning stages for the
space station Freedom. This robot's sole function will be to check
for maintenance problems with the aluminum tresses of the space
station. Its mission would be to travel the length of the station
searching for damaged tresses. It would check for discrepancies
through multiple methods. A textural change in the beams would
signify damage from micro meteor hits. Escaping gases forms a
conical shape on the outer edges of the beams. The discoloration
of the aluminum and the distortion of the beam's shape suggest
indentations and damage.
Notes from research conducted at the NASA HQ library and the
Library ofCongress in Washington, DC.
Computer vision is to input a representation of a scene into a
computer and to have that computer be able to distinguish objects
within the scene and the spatial relationship of these objects. In
order to achieve this the computer must have three levels of vision;
low-level, mid-level and high-level vision.
Low-level vision involves image processing. This is the ability
to create the lines of perspective that make up a picture scene.
One or more images will be entered into the computer and it will
be able to do some limited image processing.
If the computer is capable of analyzing the images that are
input it is functioning at mid-level vision, with this vision the
computer should be able to output data structure that describes
the relationships between features extracted from the images.
Roughly translated, this means that the computer has the ability to
visually create the lines and boxes that make up a scene. It is able
to visually distinguish between objects within that scene.
High-level vision is the combination of low-level vision and mid-
level vision simultaneously to form an interpretation of a scene.
Matching and reasoning tasks are performed by the computer so
that objects can be identified in the scene. This enables the
computer to interpret the meaning of the scene and to see it as a
whole, for the computer to have a whole interpretation of a scene it
must be able to analyze the objects within that scene and
understand the spatial relationships of these objects. This
knowledge of spatial relations enables the computer to visualize
and understand the scene not only from the original viewpoint, but
from many differing points of perspective.
Robotics uses relational matching. A mobile robot needs to
have three-dimensional perception so that it can navigate through
its environment, without this knowledge it would be constantly
bumping into objects, creating a hazard to both itself and its
creators. Civilian and military aircraft use computer vision
8for three-dimensional cockpit displays. The creation of more
realistic portrayals of real-world scenes decreases the pilot's
information load. Depth clues such as size-coding and aerial
perspective are incorporated into the computer's vision.
One important task that high-level vision performs is
to identify objects in the scene from their projection
on the image and to interpret the meaning of the
scene as a whole. Although classification of many
simple objects can be performed by statistical
techniques, the recognition of complex objects
having parts in various spatial relationships requires
a different approach. When the objective is not only
to recognize an object but also to measure some
critical angles or distances on the object, again
statistical techniques are not sufficient. When the
scene is interpreted as a whole, the analysis
depends on the interpretations of the various objects
in the scene and on their spatial relationships. In all
these tasks, an approach called relational matching
is used to solve the problem. (Shapiro and Haralick
1986, 1846)
Three-dimensional Spatial Displays Using a Geographically
Based Information System. (Junkins 1982, 577)
There is a computer program that allows three-dimensional
objects to be displayed on a two-dimensional perspective picture
plane. The picture plane coordinates and spatial information can
be superimposed on the display. One of the uses of this program
is the creation of geographical maps based on imagery received
from sensor aircraft and satellites. The data is entered into the
computer and a two-dimensional picture is created. The viewing
angle can be tilted and/or rotated to form a new point-of-view.
Spatial concepts and relationship are used. This program is an
immense help if the viewer is a vast distance from the object being
studied and finds it physically impossible to change his or her
viewpoint. The process of three-dimensional graphics with
perspective can be explained as follows:
There are several steps required to determine the
two-dimensional perspective picture plane
coordinates for the display of three-dimensional
feature space object data. First, the reference system
coordinate of the feature space object are translated
to the vantage point coordinate system. Then, the
vantage point coordinates are rotated through two
angles in order to align them with the vantage point
line of sight passing through the origin of the
reference coordinate system. Finally, a perspective
transformation is applied to obtain the two-
dimensional picture plane coordinates for the actual
display on two-dimensional display devices. An
integral part of this display is the removal of hidden
lines on the other side of the object from the vantage
point. (Junkin 1982, 578)
Shape:
Emissions in Solar Flares.
A solar flare is a small explosion on the sun. It is a sudden
temporary outburst of energy from a small section of the sun's
surface. These explosions emit a wide range of wave-lengths,
including radio, optical, UV, soft X-ray and hard X-rays. The more
knowledge we gain about solar flares the better we understand
our sun.
There are two phases of solar activity; an initial impulsive
phase and a gradual phase. The impulsive phase is of short
duration and occurs at the beginning of the flare. The impulsive
stage emits hard X-rays combined with UV and microwave bursts.
These rays appear with a sudden brightness and decline rapidly,
when charted they seem to have a spiky time structure. The
gradual stage emits soft X-rays. This flare takes longer to rise and
decay. It has a longer lifetime than the impulsive phase. It is
charted as a loop structure. The impulsive phase usually occurs
during the rise of the gradual phases. The gradual phase
generally begins before the impulsive phase. (Cheng and
Pallavicini 1988, 1138)
An understanding of the relationship between the impulsive
and gradual phases and of the different shapes of a solar flare,
with their various wave lengths, can provide information on the
mechanisms of flare energy release. It also provides information
on the processes of energy and mass transferred between
different parts of the flaring region.
Many images of solar flares were taken by Skylab and the
Hubble Space Telescope and other satellites. The flares are
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visually charted on both a two-dimensional surface and a three-
dimensional computer screen. The peaks and profiles of both the
gradual and impulsive flares are compared and contrasted to help
scientists understand the flares. The spatial relationships of the
flares can be better comprehended with the help of numerical
simulations. The temporal behaviors of the two types of flares, the
spike-like and the simple loop shape, are compared through their
shapes. The main differences are the density and loop size. The
spiky flares have a high density and the small point-like flares
have a lower density than the larger simple loop flares. (Cheng
and Pallavicini 1988, 1140)
Color Theory:
Color Images from the Voyager 2.
The Voyager 2 spacecraft, an unmanned vessel, was sent on a
one-way journey to photograph the distant planets. In 1977
Voyager 2 left the Earth behind on its way out of our solar system.
Its mission was to photograph Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and
Neptune from a closer distance than humans can physically
achieve. The spacecraft did not reach Neptune until 1989.
Images gathered at close range, without the distorting effects of
the Earth's atmosphere are far more detailed than those taken by
the largest of the Earth bound telescopes.
The spacecraft sent back data to the Earth by means of a
scientific process called telemetry. The craft's data sensors
converted the gathered information into radio signals which were
relayed to the Deep Space Network, a large dish antenna.
Scientists and engineers converted the radio pulses back into the
information the ship's sensors originally measured. The DSN
antennas serve as a receiver for the radio signals.
When the DSN antennas receive the information
from the spacecraft, computers at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory store it for future use and reassemble it
into images. To recreate a picture from data that has
been sent across the vacuum of space, computers
read the data bit by bit, calculating the values for
each pixel and converting the value into a small
square of light. The squares are displayed on a
television screen that duplicates the vidicon screen
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on the spacecraft. The resulting image is a black-
and-white facsimile of the object being measured.
(Robert Haynes 1987, 3)
The Voyager's cameras measure the refracted light from a
planet or satellite as it enters the craft's optical system. This
information is converted into numerical data which is transmitted to
Earth by radio waves. The measurements are taken point by point
and therefore are not considered "true" photography because
there isn't a continuous tone. The image is a facsimile made up of
a pattern of dots assigned various shades on the gray scale, black
to white. One way to visualize this process is to think of the way a
television set works.
Even more closely related to the way images are
received from space is the way a television set works.
For a picture to appear on a television set, a
modulated beam of light rapidly illuminates long rows
of tiny dots, filling in one line then the next until a
picture forms. These dots are called picture
elements, or pixels for short, and the screen surface
where they are located is called a raster. Raster
scanning refers to the way the beam of light hits the
individual pixels at various intensities to recreate the
original picture. Of course, scanning happens very
fast, so it is hardly perceptible to the human eye.
Images from space are drawn in much the same
manner on a television-like screen (a cathoderay
tube). (Robert Haynes 1987. 5)
The images relayed back to Earth by the Voyager 2 are black-
and-white. The spacecraft takes three photographs of the exact
same image with three different filters; blue, green and orange.
Color images are made from this data by taking the three black-
and-white frames in succession and registering them on one
another in the three color planes of a television screen.
Why is it worth the time and trouble to convert these images into
colored photographs? The presence of color is not necessary for
the perception of a scene. A colorblind person is a perfect
example of the ability to function without color, yet color gives us
extra information that is occasionally trivial, but often helpful in
distinguishing a scene. Examples of this are the colored jerseys of
two opposing football teams or the color of fall leaves.
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Colors are not always easily seen with the unaided eye, but
with the help of photographic techniques a representation of what
exists can be recreated. The color representation does not have
to be true to life to be useful, but it must be consistent throughout.
False colors are often assigned to images simply to make them
more easily readable to the human eye.
Objects don't ordinarily emit light, we see them because of the
way they change the amount and spectral quality of light directed
toward our eyes. Objects reflect, refract, scatter or absorb light, or
change its state of polarization. (Montague 1 985, 6)
ColorAerial Photography and Thermal Infrared Imagery. (Aronoff
and Ross 1982, 587)
Certain types of environmental disturbances can be detected
through the combined use of colored photography, colored
infrared photography (wavelengths lying outside the visual
spectrum at its red end. Thermal radiation of wavelengths are
longer than those of visible light.) and thermal infrared night
imagery. When these three types of imagery are used in various
combinations they are more effective than pure ground
observations. Images are gathered by photography taken from
aircraft and satellites. One principle consideration in this
monitoring is the constantly changing environment which calls for
observations to be extended over a longer period of time.
Environmental disturbances such as soil erosion and deposition,
changes in water levels, and vegetation stress and defoliation can
be detected through the use of this method. The early detection of
problems can allow mitigative measures to be considered before it
becomes too costly to address or the damage becomes
irreversible.
There are many benefits to the use of this photography. Satellite
images show large sections of land and the overall condition of
the foliage, be it crops or trees. The color of water images taken
by infrared aerial photography helps to determine the type of
aquatic vegetation on the surface of the water and that
vegetation's health status. High sediment runoff from drainage
channels can be detected. Color differences, as subtle as they
might be, can mean the difference between water filled with algae
and water covered by oil. (Aronoff and Ross 1982, 591)
Satellite images provide interesting environmental
observations.
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The principal interest in environmental monitoring is
change over time, which requires observation over a
period of time. For example, it is of concern whether
areas of apparently healthy vegetation are stressed
or will undergo stress in the near future. Early
detection of indicators of such environmental
disturbance, and identification of the processes
responsible for the disturbance, allow mitigative
measures to be considered before implementation
cost become prohibitive. For mitigative measures to
be successful, it is important that the environment
processes be understood; otherwise, the indicator
may be removed without arresting the process of
environmental disturbance. (Aronoff and Ross
1982, 587)
Notes on False Color Imagery taken during an interview with Dr.
Robert Parker, Director of Policy and Planning Division of NASA
HQ, Apollo and Space Shuttle astronaut.
Image processes of star clusters are created by taking two
frames or plate photographs of different ions within the star cluster.
These photographs are collected by either satellites or Earth
bound telescopes. The images are then overlaid and registered
by a computer. The computer assigns false colors; colors that
have nothing to do with the actual color of the element to each
element by means of pixels within the frame. This false coloring
enables the astronomer to quickly distinguish between different
elements within the star cluster. The contours are quite noticeable
due to the varying colors. The image's contours and shapes stand
out for identification due to the use of color. The advantage of
colored images over black-and-white images is that color tends to
make the given information more easily understood.
Perspective:
Computer Animated Representations to Optically Observed
Numerical Evaluations (Miedlar, Olson, and Warner 1982, 962).
This computer graphic program is used by Air Force personnel
in the engineering disciplines who encounter a communications
problem when trying to explain technical information to someone
unfamiliar with his or her field of expertise. The program is
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designed to project the results of a dynamic simulation onto a two-
dimensional surface. It displays the motion of a body as a function
of time. This helps engineers to present complex information to a
nontechnical audience.
The stability and control engineer discusses the
dynamic characteristics of an aircraft in a language
peculiar to the field of stability and control. Terms
such as Dutch roll, phugiod, and post stall gyration
mean very little to people of other fields and
disciplines, and it gets very frustrating trying to
describe these motions to an uninformed listener. A
series of pictures of these motions simplifies the task
of communication, which greatly increases the useful
information transmitted. A movie showing the
motions in real-time simplifies the task further,
increasing even more the quality of information being
transmitted. This is the essence of CARTOONE, a
system which generates pictures of a particular
motion of body of interest. These pictures can , by
using a COMP80 device, be drawn onto 16mm film to
generate a movie of motion. CARTOONE uses
MOVIE.BYU for a graphic base, and by manipulating
the inputs to the outputs from MOVIE.BYU, creates
the illusion of three-dimensional motion on a flat
surface. (Miedlar, Olson, and Warner 1982, 962)
This research from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration provided the necessary information to complete the
communications sourcebook. It is the source from which the
middle school text is drawn. The research clearly demonstrates




Introduction: Art Concepts Definitions Written for a Middle
School Reading Level.
The objective of this sourcebook is to help middle school aged
children learn about art concepts that are used in the work place.
It is a common misconception that art education does not teach
skills that can be used in the real world. Some students think that
art is for the benefit of those students who draw well. They see art
class as a training ground for the future artist.
Art notions are used in industry. The National Aeronautic and
Space Administration is on the cutting edge of technology in the
United States and in the world. This sourcebook will explain how
NASA applies art ideas that are taught in middle school art class to
its scientific programs. The concepts of shape, perspective, spatial
relationships and color are used daily at NASA.
Definition of Shape.
Shape is the distinctive appearance or arrangement of parts of
an object. It is the physical quality of an object depending on its
outline and external surface.
To understand the shape of an object you must know how that
objects looks in space. Imagine a spacecraft suspended in the air.
It is directly in front of you and is in the form of a long, cylinder tube.
There are no other things around it, it is floating in an inky, black
night. To understand the shape of this spaceship you must know
how the craft will look when it is moved to many different places.
The spacecraft's appearance will change when your point of view
is altered. This means that it will look different when it is moved
above or below you, off to one side of you or when it is turned so
that it stands on its end. A thorough knowledge of the shape of the
ship is to understand how it will look in any position in space.
Definition of Perspective.
Perspective is the appearance of an object in various positions
in space. It is the relationship of the object's parts to one another
and to the whole. The rules of perspective explain the apparent
depth and distance of an object.
To understand perspective you must understand how the
spacecraft looks in different places and at varying distances. This
concept is similar to shape, but extends the thought one step
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further. Imagine the spaceship in a place that is filled with other
objects. There are other spaceships, a floating space station,
repair robots and the distant planets and sun. In order to
comprehend perspective you must understand the shape of the
spacecraft and how that craft relates to the other objects in its
environment. An easy way to visualize the lines of perspective is
to stand at one end of the tubular ship and look into the distance.
The spacecraft seems to grow smaller as you look into the
distance, yet you know that each end of the ship is exactly the
same size.
Definition of Spatial Relationships.
Spatial relationships combine shape and perspective concepts
and extents the concept a step further. Spatial relationships depict
how an object appears to look in space and how other objects
relate to this object. It is the complete understanding of the shape
and perspective of all objects in the environment.
Once again, imagine the same spacecraft in an environment
filled with other objects. To understand spatial relationships one
must have a thorough knowledge of the spaceship's shape, how
the craft looks next to other objects and how all the other objects
appear beside one another. Spatial relations is not only an
understanding of how the spacecraft looks, but also how all the
other objects in the environment appear and interact.
Definition of Color.
Color is the quality of visible things that result from light
refraction. Our eyes see color because light waves bounce off
objects and back into our eyes. If there were no light we would not
see color. Have you ever noticed how you can not tell what color
the wallpaper or paint is in your bedroom when the lights are off?
You can make out shapes, but not distinguish colors. Light travels
in waves almost in the same way that water travels in waves and
sound travels in waves. Different colors have different wave
lengths, the color violet has half the wave length of the color red.
Human eyes can only see a few of the many light waves that exist,
just as our ears can only hear a small range of the world's many
sounds. Have you ever blown a dog whistle and watched the
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dog's ears perk up as it listened to a sound that you could not
hear? This is the same concept as light waves, you can only see a
few of the many light waves.
Art Concepts that are used at NASA written for a Middle School
Reading Level.
Shape.
NASA studies the sun through various methods. One process
involves a thorough understanding of shape. Why does NASA
study the sun? Our lives depend on the Earth's close proximity to
its nearest star. The sun heats our planet, without it there would be
no life. The Earth would be a frozen ball like the planet Uranus.
As we learn more about the sun we grow to better understand our
own planet. If we understand how our own world functions we can
discover better ways to live on it and protect its fragile
environment.
A solar flare is a small explosion on the sun. It is a very sudden
shot of energy coming from a small area on the sun's surface.
These solar explosions emit a tremendous amount of energy
waves. Radio waves, optical, UV, soft-x-ray and hard x-ray energy
waves are released during a solar flare.
Skylab was a manned space station that orbited the Earth for
several years. It served as a laboratory and home to astronauts,
scientists and medical doctors. One of the duties of the Skylab
astronauts was to gather photographs of the eruptions on the sun.
The Hubble Space Telescope, an unmanned satellite, is now
orbiting the Earth recording images of solar flares. These
photographs enable the people at NASA to study the explosions
on the sun.
There are two phases of a solar flare, an initial impulsive
phase and a gradual phase. These phases occur very close
together, nearly at the same time. Scientists use the photographs
of these flares to compare the flare's shapes. The information
gathered from these observations is compared with the data from
other tests. This research brings the scientists closer to
understanding what solar flares are and what causes them.
Perspective.
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Have you ever had someone try to explain something to you
that you couldn't understand? Perhaps an athletic coach was
trying to tell you how to perform a physical action or to make a
certain move with your body that you couldn't do because you
couldn't visualize it. You needed to watch another person perform
or model the action so you could copy it.
Engineers have a similar problem when explaining the
movements of an aircraft in flight. There are often communications
problems when engineers work with people who don't have a
technical background. A great deal of technical information is
difficult to understand if you haven't studied it indepth. It is helpful
to have a picture present when trying to describe the motions that
an aircraft goes through when it is flying. The plane turns and
twists at varying angles. The airflow around the plane changes
each time it adjusts its position.
NASA has a computer program that enables people without an
engineering background to understand the complex motions of a
flying plane. The program uses the rules of perspective. The
lines of perspective are shown in the program. The computer
charts the aircraft's flight as it flips and rolls through space. These
visual aids on the computer screen help people to better
understand flight.
Spatial Relationships.
NASA is presently working on a robot that processes visual
information in a manner that is similar to the way humans see. In a
way, they are trying to create a robot that can see. Human vision is
very complicated. Most people don't realize how much
information their eyes gather, sort through and process as they
move through a room. To maneuver from one end of a room to
another without bumping into furniture or walls requires an
understanding of spatial relationships.
Computer vision is the process that a robot uses to see. This
vision is not as complicated nor as advanced as human vision, but
it does provide the robot with enough information to move
throughout its environment. Computer vision is a program that
enables the robot to use the rules of spatial relationships.
Passive Computer Vision is created through the use of stereo
vision. Two television cameras are bolted to the robot. These
cameras serve as the robot's eyes. The cameras gather light in
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front of their screens. The robot's computer processes this
information and turns the light into pictures. These pictures are
then examined and analyzed. The spatial relations of the objects
in the scene are determined. This information enables the robot to
move freely without bumping into objects.
The picture displays the scene's lines of perspective. The robot
perceives the world as a group of interconnecting lines. The
whole picture is made up of lines. It doesn't see color and texture
and shapes the way human do. The robot may be aware that an
object, such as a table, blocks its path, but it will not be able to tell
that it is a table or understand what a table is used for. If a
refrigerator stands behind a kitchen table the robot will not be able
to distinguish the difference between the refrigerator's lines of
perspective and the table's line of perspective. The robot's low
level vision will cause the lines to merge.
A robot with computer vision may be used on the Mars Mission.
One of its jobs will be to collect rocks from the Martian surface for
scientific study. The robot will need to process complicated data
regarding spatial relationships so that it can move freely on the
planet's surface.
Color.
The Voyager 2, an unmanned spacecraft, left the Earth on a no
return flight to the distant planets. Voyager 2's mission was to take
pictures of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. The craft left the
Earth in 1977 and did not sail past Neptune until 1989, by now it
has flown out of our solar system.
Why did NASA send an unmanned vessel into space to take
pictures? The craft can fly very close the planets and their moons
and shoot remarkably detailed photographs. Pictures taken by the
largest telescopes on Earth can not match the quality of the
photographs taken by the equipment on Voyager 2. This is
because our planet is surrounded by an atmosphere which is
made up of different gases. Light waves travel undisturbed
through the vacuum of space until they approach the Earth. The
Earth's atmosphere causes the light waves to bend before they
reach the telescopes. This makes the pictures look fuzzy. There
are no disturbing atmospheres in the emptiness of space. Taking
pictures of the faraway planets from Earth is like trying to snap a
photograph of a fish through the surface of a rough lake. The
picture will be fuzzy.
Colored pictures tell scientists more about the planets.
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Learning about our solar system helps us to understand our own
planet.
The Voyage 2 is not returning to Earth. Therefore, the scientists
had to invent a method for sending the pictures back home.
Telemetry, a complicated radio system was created for the
transportation of images. The information that Voyager 2 gathers is
turned into radio signals. These signals travel at an incredibly fast
speed. They travel in the same manner as light waves. The radio
waves are sent from the Voyager 2 to a large dish antenna on
Earth. Here, at home, the scientists and engineers turn the radio
signals back into the photographic images of the pictures the craft
gathered.
The Voyager 2 takes black and white photographs. NASA
colors these photos through an advanced process called False
Color Imagery. The craft takes three of the exact same
photographs with three different colored filters that are placed in
front of the camera. These filters enhance different parts of the
image. The filters are blue, green and orange. These pictures are
registered by being placed on top of one another and then make
believe colors are assigned to each section of the photograph.
The colors are not true to life. They are false colors.
Why are false colored photographs more useful to scientist than
black and white pictures? Humans don't need color to see, but
color does give us more detailed information. It tells us more
about the scene. A color blind person can see without color. You
can enjoy a football game on a black and white television, but a
color television enables you to distinguish differences between the
two team's uniforms. Color helps you to identify each team's
players by the color of their uniforms. The universe contains color.
False Color Imagery enables NASA to create photographs that
provide more information than black and white photographs.
Glossary of Terms written for a Middle School Reading Level.
concept a general notion.
NASA the National Aeronautic and Space
Administration.
cylinder a shape formed by the revolution of










the distance of one object from another.
to understand the meaning or nature of,
conceive, or know.
a place or surroundings.
a procedure involving physical movement.
to resolve or think about a problem.
connect with one another.
to improve.
to make able; to give power, means, or




The philosophical concept of the thesis report was discussed
during the first thesis meeting. It was stated that the belief in the
close connection of art and science has been postulated for
centuries. The two subjects may appear to fall on opposite ends of
the spectrum, yet they are nevertheless intertwined through their
practical applications. This thought is not an original one, even
though this thesis has been a discovery process for me, the topic is
that of an age old debate. Professor Roger Remington and Dr.
Barbara Hodik suggested that I review the work of the past
advocators of this theory. It was suggested that I research the
graphic designers, Will Burtin, Eric Nitsche, and Ladislav Sutnar.
Will Burtin was keenly interested in education. Throughout his
life he was constantly striving to expand his sphere of knowledge.
He was vastly curious about science. Burtin carried that curiosity
and desire for understanding to his design work, as a graphic
designer he was constantly attempting to simplify and clarify the
subject matter.
Burtin produced a book that deals with many of the aspects of
my thesis report. The gist of Will Burtin: Visual Aspects of Science
is that science finds the visual arts to be useful in two ways: the
artist is capable of visually communicating scientific concepts to
the unscientific person, and art aids scientists who are
conceptualizing theories and formulas. Burtin claims that
scientists do not always successfully fulfill the position of
communicator. The message, often times, is lost though poor
communications. The artist, according to Burtin, is capable of
fulfilling the position of an interpreter. The artist can provide a
means for passing valuable information from the scientists to the
masses.
Will Burtin: Visual Aspects of Science stresses the scientists
need of visualization skills. Visualization plays a key role in
creative problem solving. Mathematical models require the ability
to visually organize images. Bruce Mackencie expounded upon
the importance of conceptualizing in Will Burtin: Visual Aspects of
Science.
According to psychologists, 75 to 80% of all we know
is acquired through sight or observation, in the
exploration of natural phenomena, the visual has
always been both the beginning and the end. From
the first hypothesis through complete confirmed
theories, the visual conception has always been
demanded; even in abstruse scientific mysteries such
as relativity, graphic realizations are needed to satisfy
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the mind. Earliest records from China and Egypt
show visualizations of weapons, ships, buildings and
events. They reflect the unchanging human need for
visual shape as well as verbal formulation.
Today, we have the more complex "models" of space
craft, industrial processes, chemical compounds, or
alternative approaches to medical research projects.
These models are couched in mathematics shapes
and formulae, utilizing electric computers, a sort of
universal model maker. Through this scientific tool
we can simulate whole systems and eventually entire
complexes of equipment.
Scientists and engineers can now visualize and test
hunches, theories, and proposed developments
without the time-consuming and often impossible job
of thinking through all logical possibilities and
deciding on the best. Twenty, fifty or hundreds of
variables can, by this method, be balanced and
compared with each other to arrive at the ideal
solution of a problem, often without building a single
component. ( Bruce MacKencie 1964, 17)
Eric Nitsche was commissioned by General Dynamics to create
an exhibit for the International Conference on the Peaceful Use of
Atomic Energy. The conference was to take place in Geneva,
Switzerland, in August of 1955. General Dynamics produced the
first nuclear submarine. The company was not involved in
research on peaceful uses of the atom ( Barbara Hodik 1992, 1).
Nitsche was a graphic designer who appeared to be focusing
on a scientific subject merely because it was a commissioned
piece, he seemed to have little interest in the connection between
art and science.
The research on Will Burtin was quite beneficial. Will Burtin:
Visual Aspects of Science provided insight into my thesis. The





The formation of the idea.
One of the most frequently asked questions that I
encountered as a middle school art teacher was "Why do
we have to take art class?". It is a good question in that it
encompasses many thoughts; art appreciation stands on its
own merit, but what is the practical application of art
education, how will this knowledge prepare me
intellectually for the future, and where do art concepts fit into
an industrialized, technological society? The summer
break provided me with the leisure time necessary to
examine these questions and scheme about how I might
answer them.
America's new demigod is technology. Science
represents modern man's pillar of knowledge. I decided that
one objective of my thesis would be to show the practical
applications of art education by examining how science and
art merge in a technological setting. The National
Aeronautic and Space Administration, an organization on
the forefront of scientific research, was chosen to
demonstrate this objective.
I returned to school in the Fall with the goal of creating a
book which would communicate the practical aspects of art
education to middle school students. Graphic design's
primary function is to communicate information. This thesis
would be an excellent chance to combine my graphic
design skills with my interest in education.
Preliminary research-the practicality of the idea.
Preliminary research was conducted to ensure that the
idea was feasible. I acquired information about NASA
since my knowledge was limited. Michael Collin's Liftoff
and Bilstein's Order of Magnitude provided a general
history of NASA. I spent a great deal of time discussing the
subject with people in education, the fine arts, and the
sciences. These conversations served as probes that
searched for the best way to explain the intertwining of
these two seemingly opposite studies.
I chose NASA as the demonstrating company for four
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reasons; first, it would simplify matters to use one
organization, second, it is on the cutting edge of technology,
third, my brothers work there and I would have access to
research material, and fourth, it has an adventurous,
romantic appeal to middle school students.
The production of a communications sourcebook was
chosen as the general goal. How would I create the
product? The first step was to identify the art concepts that
would be used in the sourcebook. The most thorough way
to accurately choose the art concepts was to review middle
school curriculum guides from a cross-section of the
nation's schools. The Executive Director of Bucks County
Intermediate Unit provided various curriculum guides from
school districts which he deemed to have outstanding art
education programs. These curriculum guides were read:
Elementary Art Education Curriculum for Fulton County
School. Fulton County, Georgia, Basic Curriculum for Art.
Kutztown, Pennsylvania, Art 7 and 8 Syllabus. Albany, New
York, Virginia Beach Citv Public Schools Art Curriculum
Guide (K-12^. Virginia Beach, Virginia, and A Guide to
Curriculum Planning in Art Education. Wisconsin. The art
concepts shape, perspective, spatial relationships, and
color were picked because these notions are consistently
taught in middle school classes throughout the country.
Solidification Stage:
Written proposal in the Fall Quarter.
The Fall quarter of 1991 was devoted to solidifying the
thesis objectives through the process of writing an indepth
proposal (Appendix 1) and creating a time line (Appendix
2). The graduate graphic design course was divided into
two weekly sessions. The goal of the Tuesday session was
to focus on the actual thesis, to whittle away at our thesis
objectives so as to produce a fully thought out project. An
analogy that might help explain the objective of this course
is that the class was designed so that we might view our
thesis project through a microscope. Tuesday's one-on-one
critique was directed by Professor Roger Remington. The
Thursday session forced us to examine the full scope of the
prospective thesis. The class, taught by Professor
Beardslee, was devoted to the developement of a
complementary thesis project. The objective of this project
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was to focus and organize ideas for the actual thesis
project. To continue the analogy, this session was designed
so that we might view our thesis through a wide-angle lens.
Plans for the production of the sourcebook.
The combined emphases of the Tuesday and Thursday
courses enabled me to organize my thoughts and plan the
research stage of the thesis project. It was a simple, three-
part outline. The first step was to define the art concepts to
be used in the children's sourcebook, the second step was
to research ways in which NASA uses these art concepts,
and the third step was to research any previous graphic




I developed thorough definitions of the four art concepts
by reviewing the school district curriculum guides,
paraphrasing the definition of each art concept from a
college dictionary, and reviewing literature from a multitude
of books. This collection of information provided me with a
foundation source from which to comprise the definitions.
I then began the lengthy process of writing the definitions
for a middle school reading level. The first draft was mailed
to the Executive Director of Bucks County Intermediate Unit,
he proofread the definitions, omitting words that were too
technical and providing valuable advice. The definitions
were revised and proofread a number of times before I had
a working set of definitions that were appropriate for the
middle school students.
NASA research.
I mailed a list of the art concepts definitions to my
brothers in Washington, DC. Bill, a NASA employee, had
the Headquarter's librarian run a RECON search (Appendix
3) on the four terms; shape, perspective, spatial
relationships and color. This search produced a listing of
sources ranging from books and films to magazine articles
and mircofiche. I read through the RECON search
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highlighting any subject that related to my thesis. I limited
the selection to books and magazine articles due to the
time element. The search was returned to the librarian with
two requests; that the desired materials be available for
viewing in mid-December and that a recall be placed on
books and articles that were housed in NASA's branch
libraries.
It was an incredible stroke of luck that I was able to attend
the Manned Space Awareness Awards at Kennedy Space
Port, Cape Canaveral, Florida on November 16-20. My
brother, Kevin, a computer programmer for a contract
company of NASA, works closely with the space shuttle
program. Kevin, the youngest recipient of the Manned
Space Awareness Award, invited me to attend the four day
awards ceremony. There, I had the opportunity to speak to
engineers, scientists, computer specialists, military
personnel and astronauts. My goal was to communicate
with as many knowledgeable people as possible about the
objectives of my thesis. I was pleasantly surprised at the
amount of feedback I received. I had been viewing the
project from an artist's perspective, it was enlightening to
hear the opinions of scientists and technical personnel.
I then flew to Washington, DC on November 21 and
spent a week researching NASA's utilization of art
concepts. I gained admittance into NASA, HQ. Dr. Robert
Parker allowed me to work in the Office of Planning and
Policy. I spent the days in the HQ's library researching the
resources listed in the RECON search. The evenings were
spent on a computer organizing the daily notes.
There was enough information by the end of the week to
compile a rough outline. The shape concept was matched
with solar emissions, perspective was paired with various
computer programs, spatial relationships was matched with
robotics, and color theory was paired with false color
imagery. I organized this information and began a more
indepth search. Interviews were arranged with specialists
in these fields of study. The interviewees are as follows: Dr.
Robert Parker, Director of Policy and Planning Division of
NASA HQ, Apollo and Space Shuttle astronaut. The first
astronomer to be an astronaut. Topic: Color Imagery. Mr.
Doyle McDonald, Chief of Planning, Topic: All subjects. Dr.
Robert Murphy, Chief of Biogeochemistry and Geophysics,
Topic: Color Imagery. Mr. David B. Lavery, Deputy Manager,
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Automation and Robotics, Topic: Robotics.
Dr. Parker granted me special permission to attend the
opening show of the newly made IMX film on the Mangella
spacecraft's sensoring of Venus. This film dealt directly with
color imagery and spatial relations.
The month of December was spent organizing research
materials and notes. An indepth paper was written that
encompassed the art concept definitions, NASA's use of the
art concepts, and the supporting evidence of both the art
concepts and the NASA research.
Graphic design research.
The thesis committee suggested that I study the works of
graphic designers who had an interest in the combination of
art and science. Professor Roger Remington lent me a copy
of Will Burtin: Visual Aspects of Science, it was most helpful.
Dr. Barbara Hodik allowed me to read an article that she
was in the process of writing on Eric Nitsche. The article
was about Nitsche's Atoms for Peace posters. The book,
Nine Pioneers in American Graphic Design, provided brief
case histories of Will Burtin and Ladislav Sutnar. Sutnar's
book Visual Design in Action was interesting.
I found this information to be quite interesting as a graphic
designer, but with the exception of Will Burtin: Visual




My original thought was that the book's physical shape
should adhere to the traditional book format. I produced
several pages of thumbnail sketches. The thesis committee
discarded this idea. It was decided that a playful,
explorative format would capture the interest of a young
audience. The unfolding of the book should be a discovery
process, the text, an adventurous, learning experience.
This advice prompted me to do a series of mind maps
(Appendix 4). The objective of the mind mapping was to
determine the audience's needs and limitations. The mind
mapping proved helpful in that it enabled me to write a list
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of criteria. The sourcebook should be large enough to be
easily handled by an audience that does not have finely
developed motor skills. It should be bright and colorful so
that it captures the children's interest. The type should be
easily read and not too extensive. The information should
be arranged in a hierarchy that can be distinguished though
color coding, labels and individual pages.
Professor Remington suggested that the sourcebook's
visual images be gathered over Christmas break. I drove to
Washington, DC and spent many an hour in building 6, the
home of NASA's slide library. I flipped though thousands of
photographs searching for images that were relevant. I was
fortunate enough to find the actual transparency of the robot
that Mr. David Lavery discussed with me during the
interview. I checked twenty-five 4"x5" transparencies out of
the slide library.
The first thesis meeting was held on January 7, 1992.
The thesis objectives were reviewed and it was decided
that they needed to be revised, when writing the objectives I
should assume that the reader is totally ignorant as to what
my thesis is about (Appendix 5). The physical shape of the
sourcebook was discussed and it was stressed that the
format should contribute to the message. The committee
members viewed the NASA transparencies and chose the
images that they thought would be most relevant to the
sourcebook's objectives.
An octangular shape was chosen for the sourcebook's
shape (Appendix 6). The advantage to this shape is that it
is exciting to unfold due to its angular spreads, it folds out in
such a way that a visual hierarchy can be established, and
the unfolded sourcebook can serve as a poster.
I began the process of designing the book after the
committee's approval of the sourcebook's format. The
general placement of information was decided early in the
design process. The physical shape of the book provided a
clear visual hierarchy. The sourcebook had seven sections;
the introduction spread, the shape spread, the perspective
spread, the spatial relationship spread, the color spread,
the glossary of terms spread, and the photograph of the
space station which serves as a visual aid for the art
concepts definitions. The unfolded book is drawn from the
envelope as a 7
1/4"
x 7 1/4" square. The introduction was
designed to appear on the front of this square. The first fold
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opens to the spread discribing the concept of shape. The
definition of shape appears on the angularly cut page. The
triangular shaped page folds up to reveal the text about
NASA's use of art concepts. The picture of a solar flare can
be seen form both the definition panel and the NASA panel
due to the shape of the pages (Appendix 7). The
perspective, spatial relationship, and color spreads are
formatted in the same manner. The glossary of terms panel
is in the middle section of the opened sourcebook. The
space station photograph is on the back cover of the
sourcebook.
The sourcebook's shape and function had been decided,
the information had been assigned to individual pages, it
was now time for the fine tuning. Weekly meetings were
held with Professors Remington and Beardslee. I brought
several comps to each meeting and the critiques produced
valuable criticisms.
A detailed listing of what transpired at each critique
would prove mundane reading. I have given a brief
overview of the events leading up to the final decisions
about sourcebook's format and layout. It is now necessary
to give more detailed information about the most productive
critiques of which there where four.
Critique one:
January 24, 1992: These notes were taken from a
weekly thesis critique with Professors Remington and
Beardslee. The sourcebook's physical shape had just
recently been approved.
It was suggested that:
1. The images and the text should be integrated. The two
are separate and a relationship is not noticeable.
2. The text column are too long horizontally. The columns
should be between forty and forty-five characters with an
odd number of characters so there can be a center axis.
Longer column widths make it difficult for the eye to
follow the sentence line.
3. It is necessary to use the actual text in the comps.,
greeking is no longer a feasible alternative.
4. The comp used nine point text. The text should be larger
for the audience's reading skills. The text should be
flush right, ragged left instead of justified, once again
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this makes the text more legible.
5. This comp was in black and white, the next one should
be in color (Appendix 8).
6. The sourcebook needs some visual indicators of how to
open it and in what order to read it, perhaps a color or
labeling method should be incorporated into the book. I
absorbed this advice and incorporated it into the next
series of comprehensive sketches.
Critique Two.
The next critique that had a major impact on the thesis
project took place on January 30, 1 992. The suggestions
were as follows:
1. There are too many different variables in the comp. The
number of triangular forms creates a visual chaos. It was
advised that I reduce the number of variables in the
sourcebook.
2. The color coding might be more successful if I used
varying shades of one color instead of several different
colors.
3. The graphic shapes would be more interesting if they
visually connected the images with the text. This might
require the images to bleed into the text blocks, the text
would have to be printed over parts of the images.
4. Perhaps the text block should conform to the shape of
the sourcebook. Perhaps the text could follow the
angular shape of the pages.
I spent the week working on black and white comps. The
reason for the change from color to black and white is that
the type and subject headlines seemed to be graphically
weak. This could be remedied by concentrating on the
layout of the text and visuals. I found that the colored
images and color coding of the subject matter interfered
with my ability to create a strong typographic layout. I
concentrated on incorporating a grid structure into the
piece. The next step was to arrange the type in an
interesting yet consistent manner. I conformed the text to
the grid structure. I emphasized the triangular shapes that
the format creates, both the text and the visuals repeat the
sourcebook's triangle shapes (Appendix 9).
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Critique Three.
The February 6, 1992 critique with Professors Remington
and Beardslee produced the following bits of advice:
1 . The grid needs refinement, the horizontal section isn't
complete enough.
2. The banner of type for the subject headlines needs
refinement. The type placement should be consistent
throughout the banners. The headlines should conform
to the grid. The capital letters reversed out in black form
a rule, perhaps the text should be in lower case letters.
3. Conform the body text to the grid. There must be
similarities and differences in the text placement.
4. Begin work on the sourcebook's envelope.
I worked on two full-size, 21 3/4" x 21 3/4", colored
comprehensive sketches for the second thesis committee
meeting which took place immediately after Spring Break.
These comps were far enough along in the developmental
process to require colored xeroxs and clear transpariences
of the text. The photographs originally chosen were not
working out. The colors clashed, this made it difficult to
color code the sourcebook. Color coordinated photographs
replaced the images in the perspective and spatial
relationship panels. The sourcebook's text was written for
middle school students, its vocabulary was meant to
challenge the beginning reader. The glossary of terms was
a necessary addition. The vocabulary section is a very
important learning tool in the sourcebook. Educators think
that students should not be spoon fed, that the most
effective learning occurs when there is a mental struggle.
Critique Four.
The second committee meeting on March 11, 1992 was
quite helpful in projecting the sourcebook into the final
stages before production. The critique was concerned with
the nit-picking that fine tuning demands. The suggestions
from Professor Remington, Professor Beardslee, and Dr.
Hodik were as follows:
1 . I had used my own address as the return address on the
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envelope, it was suggested that a fictitious company be
invented.
2. The paragraphs should not be indented, this will create a
more uniform vertical line.
3. The back cover should be plain and simple with the
images set on a pure, black field. The use of a
construction grid would help.
4. The glossary of terms panel should have a visual
hierarchy. The type should be flushed left, ragged right
in the same manner as the rest of the sourcebook. The
leading should be increased. The title banner for the
glossary of terms should be a lighter purple, the panel's
type is illegible against the dark purple.
5. The subtitles would read better if several of the smaller
words were placed on the same line. The word spacing
makes it difficult to read.
6. It's time to consider the practical aspects of the thesis
presentation at the show. How will the piece be
displayed? Would a storyboard format mounted on the
wall be the best way to display the work or should there
be two copies of the book, one framed and hung on the
wall and one for the people to leaf through?
There was one last critique before the final production
stage. Professor Remington discussed the small changes
that needed to be made, it was a critique that concentrated
on fine tuning. The color of back of the sourcebook was
changed from a deep, blue-black to glossy black. It was
suggested the images on the back section contrast, the
spacecraft should be enlarged, other objects reduced. On
March 17, 1992 I received permission to create the final
product.
Production Stage:
Production of the sourcebook.
One of the biggest concerns that I had about producing
the actual thesis project was finding a paper that would
score and fold without tearing or buckling. Glossy paper
had to be ruled out due to tearing at the seams- the
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sandwich glossy section tore at the tight, 1/8" folds. This
was a production problem that I was aware of since the first
full-size comps. I had been experimenting with various
papers for some time before discovering a 60lb, matt paper
that would fulfill all the requirements.
I chose to use Image N' Transferes for the text because I
had run a series of tests and was certain that they would
adhere to colored Xeroxs and Pantone film. Originally, I
had planned to use colored photographs in the prototype,
colored Xeroxs replaced the photographs since xeroxs are
much thinner and more supple. Pantone film was chosen
by matching the colored transparencies with the colored
films.
The next step was to produce a prototype from these
materials. One sentence explains so many hours of work.
I finished the sourcebook on March 22, 1992. The
presentation would be in the form of a storyboard thus
photographs needed to be taken. Monday night was spent
shooting photographs of the sourcebook unfolding into a
poster. The film was developed on Tuesday. Wednesday
was dedicated to cropping and mounting the photographs.
On Thursday I framed the two thesis books and the
envelope. The show was hung on Friday, April 27, 1992.
Presentation of the sourcebook
The thesis was framed behind glass and hung on the wall.
Two full-size copies were produced so that the sourcebook
could be viewed in the poster format with both the front and
back of the book displayed . A series of ten
8"x10"
colored
photographs were taken (Appendix 10). The photographs
document the sourcebook opening into poster format, each
photograph showed the unfolding spreads. The first
photograph showed the sourcebook being removed from
the envelope.
The photographs were hung on the wall in a straight
horizontal line. The envelope was framed behind glass and
hung at the far left end of the display. The series of
photographs were hung to the right of the envelope. The
linear progression of the photographs suggest the unfolding
of the piece (Appendix 11). The actual thesis project was
on the far right of the display. The posters were hung one
over the top of the other. The linear progression of
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photographs were centered along the space between the




These are several options: The Practical Uses Of Art, Art and Science, Art at NASA,
How Art Is Useful.
2. Client and Address
There is no client.






4. Problem Statement or Project Description
It is my personal opinion that a problem does exist. It is society's belief that art is
impractical in today's technological world. There are many causes of this problem but,
the most apparent one is the lack of understanding the interrelationship of all subjects.
All things are interconnected. Art and science are much more closely linked than most
people realize.
In yesteryear a "Renaissance Man" represented the pinnacle of learning. He was a
man who knew something about everything. Society placed great respect on his
diversity. In our society today, the "Renaissance
Man" has been replaced by the
specialist. Due to the massive amounts of information in most fields of study it is
almost impossible to be proficient in everything. Unfortunately, society stresses
specialization within one's profession with a disregard for all other branches of
knowledge. This creates two problems; it produces a vast number of partially
educated people and it forces students to shun some subjects in preference of the
more practical subjects (subjects which lead to more financial gain).
Audience
The target audience will be public middle school students. The students will be
capable of performing at their perspective grades. They will be both college bound
and noncollege bound students. There may be the normal ratio of mainstreamed




The communications kit will be examined by public middle school students under the
guidance of a teacher. It will be introduced during art class. The ideal situation would
be a ratio of one teacher to twenty-four students.
Context:
Spatial Relationships: Pertaining to space, existing or occurring in space, having
extension in space. Demonstrates perception of implied visual movement in
observation e.g. the direction of a tree limb, the drift of a sand dune. Demonstrates
awareness of three dimension illusion qualities created by overlapping planes, vertical
position, size and color intensity. The appearance of objects with reference to relative
position and distance. Pertaining to one or more objects.
Example: charting the movements of planets and stars.
Shape and Form: Extend observation of an object to various points of view for
example; below, above, inside, outside. Anticipate changes in visual impressions as
a result of changes in light, distance, atmosphere, and position. Pertaining to one
object. The relation of parts to one another and to the whole, in a mental view.
Example: the changes of light in various photographs that show a mud slide on
Saturn.
Color Theory: Make distinctions of increasing subtlety among color qualities of value,
hue, positive (filled) and negative (empty) space. The evaluation by the visual sense
of that quality of light (reflected or transmitted by an object) which determined by its
spectral composition (its color). Any color may be expressed in terms of three factors;
hue, chroma (purity or saturation) and brightness (or value). The most striking feature
of a color is its hue, which gives it its name. Understanding color illusions, after
images, and simultaneous contrast. Understanding light and color relationships.
Understanding color families and environmental awareness.
4. Documentation of Need or Situation Analysis
Importance of the Study to the Designer and the Discipline:
There are two motivating factors behind this thesis. The first and foremost is the
utilization of graphic design a communications kit. This product should display the
commutation of all the design skills that I've learned at Tyler School of Art and
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Rochester Institute of Technology. The second reason for creating the work is a keen
interest in the subject matter. This interest is fueled by two fires. The first being the
desire to address a problem that I've experienced and been frustrated by on a
firsthand basis. The second reason is that this thesis will have merit in both the
graphic design world and the education field. This dual credit is very important to me
as an educator and designer.
Importance of the Study to the Society:
The economy has forced many school districts to cut courses. The arts and electives
are often the first classes to be cut. Why is this something to be concerned about?
Society is changing, within the past century our society has quickly progressed
through the Industrial Age (1900) to the Information Age (1960-1980) to the
Hyperinformation Age. Due to the advanced technology of today (i.e. computers, fax
machines, car phones, etc.) an individual receives a staggering amount of information
daily. The computer has increased the amount of information a person receives daily
and decreases the amount of time a person has to react to this information. The time-
lag has been shortened. In the past a linear, systematic approach to problem solving
sufficed. A more intuitive, creative, holistic approach to problem solving is needed
today. Right hemisphere qualities must be taught in schools so that students can
function in our society.
6. Goal:
This thesis is the prototype of a communications kit that will demonstrate the
interrelationship of art and science to public middle school children. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration will serve as the demonstrating factor.
The goal of this thesis is to create the prototype of a communications kit. The kit
should communicate the interrelationship of art and science as demonstrated at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
7. Objectives: Processes and Strategies
Methodology for Information Gathering:
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1 . Objective: To have complete control over the art direction of a communications kit.
Process: I will produce the prototype of a communications kit under the guidance
of my thesis committee. All suggestions will be most welcomed howevef, the final
decisions remain with the creator.
2. Objective: To create an effective page layout for the selected audience.
Process: The constraints and limitations will be dictated by both the subject matter
and the audience. The grid structure will be controlled by two factors. The reading
level of the middle school students must be considered and an appropriately large
grid must be allowed for larger type and images. The subject matter, with the many
vivid pictures supplied by NASA, will influence the grid structure (just as the grid
will influence the cropping of pictures).
3. Objective: To choose the physical shape of the kit.
Process: The shape of the kit will be influenced by the audience's needs.
4. Objective: To create the typographic design element's and graphic images so that
they will appeal to and communicate to public middle school students.
Process: An interview with the program director of the Bucks County Intermediate
'Unit will be arranged over Thanksgiving Break.
5. Objective: To show the practical application of specific qualities taught in public
middle school art class.
Process: NASA will serve as a research source. My source at NASA has already
mailed me a wealth of information. I sent a copy of the art skill definitions to NASA
on October 3, 1991 . These art skills will be studied. Information about several of
the NASA programs that use these art qualities will be sent to me by the end of
October. Over Thanksgiving Break I will make use of their slide library for visual
aids. An interview with a person in the planning department will be arranged.
6. Objective: To have accurate information in the text about the interrelationship of art
and science.
Process: Bucks County Intermediate Unit will serve as a research source. It has
provided curriculum guides from various public schools throughout the county.
Virigian Beach Schools, Wisconsin State Schools, Kutztown School District and
Fulton School District all have excellent programs in which to draw information.
These curriculum guides have enabled me to choose which art skills I will
concentrate on.
7. Objective: To have a brief and simple message.
Process: The text will be read and edited several times. It will be reviewed by Dr.
Barbara Hodik, the MST student teacher's supervisor.
8. Objective: To precipitate a change in people's perception of art class.
Process: The long-term effects of the piece will be difficult to observe without a
control group and a ten year case study.
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Time/ Implementation Plan:
1. Research stage: present to Thanksgiving Break. During this stage all research wil
be completed. The text will be written and ready for placement within the kit.
2. Organization stage
3. Rough mock-up: this stage will entail the creation of grids and images to be used
throughout the piece.
4. Mock-up: this semi-rough work will be shown to educators at the Buck County
Intermediate Unit over Christmas Break.
5. Final work
6. Written work: I will work on this stage throughout the entire year, but will
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To precipitate a change in the student's
perception of middle school art class.
The student should understand how a
select number of art concepts are used
in the work place.
The prototype of a communications
sourcebook will be produced. It will
show how the art concepts of shape,
perspective, spatial relationships, and
color are used in a practical setting.
Students should be able to explain how
art concepts are useful by citing
examples of NASA's uses of art notions.
To demonstrate the practicality of art
concepts taught in middle school art
classes.
The prototype of a communications
sourcebook will be produced. It will
show how art concepts are used in a
practical setting.
The students should be able to explain
how NASA uses several of the art
concepts.
To learn the art concept definitions.
a) The art concept definitions will be
explained in a language appropriate for
the student's reading level.
b) Practical examples of NASA's use of
the art concepts will be provided.












relationships, and color. They should
be able to provide examples of how
each art concept is used at NASA.
To produce the prototype of a
communications sourcebook. The book
will show the interrelationship of art and
science as demonstrated by the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
I will produce a communication
sourcebook under the guidance of a
thesis committee.
a) The thesis committee's signature of
approval.
b) The thesis is approved by the
school.
c) The requirements for the degree are
fulfilled.
To create an effective page layout for
the selected audience.
The constraints and limitations will be
dictated by three factors which are; the
message, pragmatic and semantics.
The grid structure will be included in
this section.
a) The sourcebook will successfully
fulfill the requirements of the graphic
design department.
b) The sourcebook will successfully
communicate to the prospective
audience.
To choose the appropriate physical
shape and format for the sourcebook.
The size and shape and format of the
soucebook will be determined by the
message, the physical abilities of the
Appendix 5




a) The students will be able to easily
handle the sourcebook. Their fine
motor skills willnot be taxed.
'
To create the typographic design
elements so that they will communicate
to the audience.
Process: a) A rough draft of the sourcebook will
be shown t middle school students for
feedback.
b) A rough composition will be shown
administrator and middle school
teachers bfr feedback.
Indicator of Success: a) A rough draft will be able to visually
understand the graphic elements.
b) The teachers and administrators will














Introduction to the Sourcebook
The ob|live o( this sourcebook is Io help
middle school aged children learn how arl
ncepts are used in the workplace II is o
mmon misconceplion thai arl educalion
s not leach skills thai ore used in the 'eol
Some students think that Oft.only J, 't^'
ill. Tha mthose students who draw il
see arl class a a training ground fof the
future artist
4V
I Art notions are used in industry. The
'
'NotNa ional Aeronautic and Space
ministration is on the curling edge ol
hnology in the United Statu and in the
irld. This sourcebook explains how NASA
iplios art ideos taugrit in middle
cioss in its scientific programs. The
prs of shape, perspective, spatial























The thesis was built upon an idea. It was based on the
concrete goal of creating a communications sourcebook that
demonstrated the practicality of middle school art class. This was
the only definite objective that I had when I started the project.
There were no preconceived mental images that I attempted to
have the sourcebook adhere to. With the exception of the
underlying message my thoughts were hazy. I gathered as much
information as possible and allowed myself the freedom to
experiment.
The book serves as an indirect answer to the student's
question, "Why do we have to take art class?" thus, it succeeds on
one level. I will leave the final judgment of the sourcebook to my
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